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Abstract: Operation and maintenance constitute a substantial share of the lifecycle expenditures
of an offshore renewable energy farm. A noteworthy number of methods and techniques have
been developed to provide decision-making support in strategic planning and asset management.
Condition monitoring instrumentation is commonly used, especially in offshore wind farms, due to
the benefits it provides in terms of fault identification and performance evaluation and improvement.
Incorporating technology advancements, a shift towards automation and digitalisation is taking
place in the offshore maintenance sector. This paper reviews the existing literature and novel
approaches in the operation and maintenance planning and the condition monitoring of offshore
renewable energy farms, with an emphasis on the offshore wind sector, discussing their benefits and
limitations. The state-of-the-art in industrial condition-based maintenance is reviewed, together with
deterioration models and fault diagnosis and prognosis techniques. Future scenarios in robotics,
artificial intelligence and data processing are investigated. The application challenges of these
strategies and Industry 4.0 concepts in the offshore renewables sector are scrutinised, together with
the potential implications of early-stage project integration. The identified technologies are ranked
against a series of indicators, providing a reference for a range of industry stakeholders.

Keywords: offshore renewable energy; O&M planning; condition monitoring; condition-based
maintenance; SCADA; fault diagnosis/prognosis; floating wind; digitalisation; soft sensors; robotics;
Industry 4.0

1. Introduction

The offshore wind sector has grown significantly over recent years, reaching a total
of 29.1 GW (over 10% of global wind installations) [1]. Previous experience with onshore
wind turbines, combined with noteworthy investments, has allowed offshore wind to
become one of the most viable and profitable ways of generating electricity [2]. Besides, in
order to exploit stronger and more stable winds and to overcome the limitations related to
the use of seabed-fixed foundations, there is a growing interest in floating offshore wind [3].
With offshore wind turbines at a mature stage, and considered reliable and consolidated
machines, the margins for enhancement of the technology itself and of already installed
turbines themselves are becoming increasingly limited. Nonetheless, there is a necessity to
operate and maintain these assets efficiently and effectively, allowing them to reach high
levels of availability and productivity.

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) has been recognised as one of the main con-
tributors to the overall cost of energy, typically amounting to 25–30% of the lifecycle
costs [4]. Production losses due to downtime over 20 years of operation have been esti-
mated at around 12 m€/year for a 500 MW offshore wind farm situated 50 km offshore
in the North Sea [5]. Assuming this would be representative for other sites, the average
annual production loss would be €24 k/MW. Therefore a suitable trade-off that allows us
to keep the farm availability high while maintenance costs remain low is required [6]. To
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achieve this goal, a decision maker, such as an ORE farm operator, can generally act on two
main aspects of the farm management: (i) the reliability and maintainability of the devices,
e.g., number of interventions and redundancy measures, or (ii) the supportability, e.g., choice
of the most suited vessels or helicopters and allocation of related routing and technicians.

This work mainly focuses on the first aspect, i.e., the maintenance of the components
and subsystems of an ORE asset. The aim of the paper is to provide a holistic and exhaustive
overview of the currently available methods and techniques, as well as identify future
trends in the ORE O&M sector. For this scope, established maintenance strategies usually
available for ORE devices are reviewed. Health monitoring, diagnosis and prognosis
methods, which together open the way to condition-based maintenance, are addressed.
Maintenance practices in other industries are reviewed to explore the extent of knowledge
transfer to the ORE sector. Recent efforts at and future trends towards automation and
digitalisation of the maintenance tasks for offshore assets are investigated and discussed.

This work is of interest to a wide audience in both the academic and industrial ORE
sectors. The investigation covers all ORE technologies, but focuses on the offshore wind
sector, both fixed and floating.

The main objectives of this work are:

• to provide an overview of the different aspects of ORE maintenance for early inclusion
in the planning of offshore renewables O&M;

• to review and summarise the advancements in maintenance planning in other indus-
tries in order to identify synergies for the ORE sector;

• to expand the existing literature on condition monitoring and condition-based mainte-
nance for ORE to the novel floating offshore wind (FLOW) sector;

• to assess current efforts towards automation and digitalisation, providing a detailed
impression of the opportunities and challenges in applying Industry 4.0 concepts to
the offshore maintenance sector.

The main contribution of this paper is to enable the integration of state-of-the-art O&M
methods at an early stage of offshore wind installations, utilising industrial condition-based
maintenance deterioration models, fault diagnosis/prognosis techniques, as well as recent
advances in robotics, artificial intelligence and data processing. In addition to existing
review papers, the present work explores future trends and looks across other industries to
investigate the transferability of the identified techniques.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The research methodology, describing
criteria for the review process, is outlined in Section 2. Offshore O&M and relevant aspects,
including computational tools, condition monitoring techniques, deterioration models and
novel approaches, are reviewed in Section 3. In Section 4, maintenance techniques and
methodologies currently applied in other industries are investigated to explore knowledge
transfer possibilities for the ORE sector. Findings are discussed from different stakeholder
perspectives in Section 5, and a ranking of the different techniques is provided. Conclusions
and proposals for future work are provided in Section 6.

2. Research Methodology

The overall approach follows the principles of industrial maintenance management [7].
While knowledge about both the offshore O&M sector and modern industry maintenance
practices is available, their combination is hardly applied or documented. An initial scop-
ing study was used to narrow the area of investigation and define the relevant keywords
for the search terms. Web-based search engines and databases were used to pursue relevant
documentation, by exploiting the identified keywords and Boolean operators. No exclu-
sions were imposed on the time of publication, but preference was given to the most recent
results. Selection of pertinent (based on the experience of the authors in industrial projects)
items (journal and conference papers, public reports, project deliverables, webpages) was
made according to their relevance to the topics treated in this paper. The investigation
enabled prioritisation of the key areas in relation to the potential technical and economic
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impacts, on O&M, of offshore renewable devices. The research methodology is graphically
summarised in Figure 1.
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3. Operation and Maintenance of Offshore Renewable Energy Farms

In industry, O&M denotes a set of procedures which, following the installation and
commissioning of a system, aim to keep it operational for a desired length of time under
economic constraints [8]. The main goal of maintenance is to allow a system to perform its
intended functions with the minimum resources required to ensure that the functions are
as specified, ensuring reliability and the capacity to recover from breakdowns [9].

O&M costs can be either fixed or variable. Among fixed costs are regular device
checks and tests, as well as insurance costs, use of facilities (e.g., spare parts warehouse) and
expenses needed to ensure that health and safety requirements are met. In contrast, variable
costs change based on the number of operations, as well as unpredicted or unscheduled
interventions. In this work, maintenance is used to indicate a generic intervention aiming
at restoring an item to its functioning state, e.g., a repair or a replacement.

3.1. Maintenance Strategies

Maintenance, assets management, scheduling techniques and optimisation approaches
are all interconnected topics which have been extensively investigated [8–11]. A compre-
hensive review and classification of maintenance policies is provided in [12]. A simple
classification of maintenance philosophies considers three main branches: corrective, pe-
riodic and condition-based [13]. Usually, a combination of these strategies is applied:
corrective strategies for assets with low criticality (both in terms of cost and system re-
liability), periodic strategies for assets with a well-known and consistent failure–time
correlation, and condition-based strategies for the most critical assets [14]. A complete
comparison of maintenance methods, showing the advantages and disadvantages of each
strategy, is provided in [15]. In other classifications, predictive and proactive maintenance
are distinguished [16,17]. These can be considered as model-driven or condition-based,
respectively. While both aim at increasing the components’ life and availability, the first
exploits historical data and stochastic models, whereas the second relies on continuous
monitoring to detect early signs of failure. This is an important distinction, which asset
managers have to be aware of in order to pursue suitable O&M strategies.

A graphical summary of the main maintenance categories is shown in Figure 2.
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When multiple components or systems are considered, two further approaches can
be distinguished: group and opportunistic maintenance [20,21]. In the former, multiple
interventions are scheduled to happen at the same time; for instance, a group of components
has to be maintained simultaneously. In the latter, maintenance is extended to other systems
because it is convenient for technical or economic reasons, for example, to take advantage
of a repair in another component. In a sense, group maintenance is planned in advance,
while opportunistic maintenance arises from the required intervention.

3.2. Computational Tools for O&M Planning

A large number of simulation tools have been developed in recent years to optimise the
O&M planning of ORE farms and provide asset management support. Most tools simulate
the dynamics of the farm over a certain period, typically the project lifetime, and analyse
different aspects in order to identify bottlenecks in the O&M strategy and suggest possible
areas for improvement. Each tool can be individually developed to capture one or multiple
aspects of the farm logistics, as well as to span multiple planning horizons [22]. While some
tools are limited to the characterisation of the project, generally through the estimation
of its key performance indicators (KPIs), other tools include optimisation features [23].
A characterisation tool can be used as a first step to understand the asset performance
and to prioritise actions for KPI improvement. A graphical representation of the inputs,
constraints, mechanisms and outputs typically considered in an offshore O&M simulation
tool is provided in Figure 3 [24–26]. Inputs and constraints include the specifications of the
project, both for the single device and for the entire farm, and of the maintenance assets.
Mechanisms define the rules for the simulation of the O&M activities. Outputs provide a
technical and economic assessment of the project during the simulated period.

Comprehensive reviews of O&M simulation tools are presented in [27–30]. These are
reviewed and catalogued according to their purpose, characteristics, working principle and
underlying methodology. As offshore wind is the most mature technology among ocean
renewables, most of the tools have been developed specifically for this technology [19].
Nonetheless, many of these O&M models are flexible or can be easily adapted to other
marine renewables [25].
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An important aspect related to the use and exploitation of simulation tools for O&M
planning is the procurement of suitable and representative reliability data. This process
is especially challenging in the ORE sector due to the relative novelty of and limited
experience with the devices. A collection of the initiatives which are aimed at collecting
performance and reliability data of both onshore and offshore wind turbines, together with
the related outcomes, is provided in [31].

3.3. Condition-Based Maintenance and System Dependencies

Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is an approach focused on the combination of
data-driven reliability models with data collected from sensors and condition monitoring
(CM) systems in order to develop improved O&M strategies [15]. Using the data produced
by sensors and the knowledge accumulated with historical data, predictive and proactive
maintenance can be planned. The idea is to intervene only when required, i.e., neither in
advance, when the component is still in a good state, nor too late when the component has
already failed and is causing downtime. The main steps of CBM are:

1. Data collection from CM systems and subsequent signal processing to extract relevant
information. This includes fault diagnosis;

2. Reliability modelling to capture deterioration and predict failures. This includes fault
prognosis and subsequent verification with the existing dataset;

3. Decision making towards maintenance optimisation. This includes inspection and
preventive maintenance schedules.

This framework is graphically summarised in Figure 4.
Thus, CBM relies on the combined exploitation of data collected from sensors and

monitoring instrumentation with calibrated reliability models in order to support mainte-
nance scheduling. The objective of CBM is to obtain clear, specific and timely indications
about when maintenance is actually required, i.e., the optimal preventive replacement
threshold [16]. Alternatively, the focus of CBM can be on the optimal inspection schedule.
In this way, early or delayed interventions, and unnecessary operations or downtime, are
reduced, and unexpected failures avoided. In this regard, even if the component can be
monitored continuously, intervening for maintenance or inspection might be possible only
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at discrete intervals [32]. In these cases, it is useful to distinguish between periodic and
aperiodic decision moments.
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The downside is that CBM requires a thorough understanding of multi-system dynam-
ics, especially in terms of interdependent failures, as well as the environmental conditions
and related loads and consequences [17]. Moreover, CBM is a complex process because it
involves the implementation of several tasks, i.e., sensor installation, data management
(acquisition, transmission, processing), asset health assessment and decision making.

In offshore maintenance, CBM is pivotal due to a series of factors [33]: intermittent
and strong operating loads, corrosive environment, wind gusts, extreme waves, distance
from shore, biofouling and high capital cost. In some cases, when a farm contains a large
number of devices, a subset of these, considered representative of the entire farm, can be
selected for detailed inspection rather than examining all the devices [34].

A large number of reviews on CBM features, policies and classifications exist in the
literature [21,35–52]. A comprehensive review of CBM approaches for offshore applications,
focusing especially on induction machines and drive trains, is presented in [47]. Alaswad
et al. [48] classify CBM models into three classes: discrete, continuous and proportional
hazard model (PHM).

In its simplest form, CBM focuses on each component individually, based on the
assumption that failures and degradation phenomena are independent. However, this is a
simplification that might lead to the incorrect estimation of the degradation state or time
to failure. Dependencies between components can be very different [32,50] and can be
summarised as follows (see also Figure 5):

• Structural or functional dependence—a component stops functioning as a consequence
of another dependent component stopping due to failure (technical) or maintenance
(performance). In this case, maintenance on the non-dependent component might be
required pre- or post-intervention on the dependent component;

• Stochastic dependence—the deterioration of one component has an effect on other
components. Common ways in which this can happen are a direct fault (failure-
induced damage), due to an increase in the workload shared until that moment (load
sharing) and mutual (common-mode) deterioration [32]. In this case, the degradation
of dependent components can be modelled using a joint probability distribution [51];
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• Economic dependence—maintenance for multiple components is either cheaper (posi-
tive economic dependence) or more expensive (negative economic dependence) than
maintaining the same components individually;

• Resource dependence—maintenance is constrained by a limited amount of a certain
resource, e.g., spare parts, tools and technicians.
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Thus, dependencies may lead to secondary effects such as cost minimisation or service
life reduction. For this reason, an appropriate opportunistic maintenance might not neces-
sarily be periodic [12]. Inspections may support the schedule of interventions by revealing
the status of a component. However, two issues have to be considered in this respect.
Firstly, inspections can be imperfect (i.e., fail to detect a fault). Secondly, inspections them-
selves have to be scheduled appropriately following similar criteria to those of maintenance
optimisation, i.e., costs minimisation or reliability maximisation. In contrast to continuous
monitoring, inspections can be intermittent, either regular or irregular, and this decision
as well as the exact interval may vary as the system ages [21]. Thus, inspection schedule
optimisation is a relevant aspect of the overall O&M planning, and decision models can be
used to fulfil this purpose [22].

3.4. Condition Monitoring, Structural Health Monitoring and SCADA Systems

Condition monitoring (CM) observes one or more parameters that are representative
of the “health” or condition of the machinery/system, such that a significant change
is indicative of a developing failure [52]. CM allows for the early detection of failure
mechanisms, allowing for a decrease in human inspections and the timely scheduling of
maintenance interventions. Sensors and CM instrumentation are used to collect data, which
are then transmitted through a communication network for storage and processing. These
data are then used for analytics, decision-making support, diagnosis and prognosis, and
optimisation. Sensors, together with actuators and communication systems, are one of the
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key components of modern infrastructures such as the Internet of Things (IoT) discussed
in Section 4.

Traditionally, a number of non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques have been em-
ployed in ORE CM to monitor both operational and environmental parameters. These
include, but are not limited to [53–58]:

• Vibration analysis. Exploits accelerometers and piezoelectric or micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) to monitor the drivetrain, gearbox and bearings;

• Oil quality analysis and oil particle counters. To monitor lubrication status in
mechanical components;

• Acoustic emissions. To detect possible flaws and imperfections during operation, such
as cracks, impacts or excessive deformations;

• Ultrasonic testing. To reveal possible cracks and assess the interior structures of compo-
nents like blades, tower and support structure;

• Temperature analysis and thermography. To detect thermal fluctuations or anomalies in
both mechanical and electrical components;

• Modal Properties Monitoring. To assess possible changes in mass or stiffness of the
structural components which can affect modal parameters such as damping coefficient
and resonance frequency. It is achieved by means of accelerometers that monitor
the dynamic response of the structure, or piezoelectric materials which can detect
structural damage;

• Humidity analysis. To characterise the level of moisture in the air and assess eventual
corrosion hazards;

• Strain measurement. To measure bending and length variations in blades and other
structural components using fibre-optic or strain gauges, since these can affect the
stresses and loads on the materials;

• Electric signals measurement. It includes time and frequency domain analysis of the
electric power, voltage and current. These measurements are used to make sure that
the farm complies with the grid requirements and the energy transmission is sta-
ble. This ensures a high-quality power generation and preserves peripheral systems,
e.g., substations. But it can also be used to detect mechanical faults, e.g., in the generator.

Nonetheless, the integration of these techniques (and the measured information)
to obtain useful, efficient, cost-effective and smart maintenance plans is a significant
challenge. Similarly, suitable communication links should be implemented to guarantee
the reliable transmission of the measurements. Examples of possible communications links
are fibre optics integrated into electrical cables, radio or GSM connections (depending on
the distance from shore) and satellite link connections. To ensure redundancy, at least two
communication paths should be implemented, especially for critical reliability indicators.

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a branch of CM, dedicated to monitor the
integrity of structural components by means of specific sensors. It can prevent catastrophic
failures, with serious consequences for the safety of the personnel and the environment.
Moreover, it deals with components whose repair or replacement involves great costs,
and aims at ensuring that the device does not suffer breakdowns for its entire service life
(this may also include Life Time Extension (LTE)). The main factors that affect structural
faults for ORE devices are fatigue, extreme loads (e.g., wind gusts), lightning strikes
and corrosion [59]. A thorough review of SHM techniques and sensors for structural
components of offshore wind turbines can be found in [57,60–65], with details of signal
and processing methods in [65] and guidelines on LTE and end-of-life solutions in [62].

A condition monitoring system must be able to meet the following demands [15]:

• High degree of modularity
• If possible, plug and play
• Use of open standards
• Ease of configuration
• Generic solution for module configuration
• Generic interfaces for modules/data
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• Platform independence
• Modern software architecture
• Possible remote software updates
• Many levels of access and security
• Self-starting and stable

For this reason, CM instrumentation can include thousands of sensors, which cause
additional capital cost due to the purchase, installation and maintenance of the equip-
ment. The cost of CM instruments alone for a single wind turbine has been estimated at
€20,000 [66]. However, despite being case-specific, the cost-effectiveness of implementing
a CM system has been aptly demonstrated [52,67,68]. CM instrumentation can reduce
the cost due to unnecessary inspections, and therefore contribute towards a higher prof-
itability [53]. In [67], lifetime savings between £11 and 20 m are estimated for different
combinations of CM and SHM over a strategy exclusively based on preventive maintenance
(for 20 OWTs of 3 MW 13 km offshore during 20 years). Although CM instrumentation
can be applied to almost any component, the main focus is usually on the most critical
ones, i.e., those generating long downtimes or high repair/replacement expenses in case
of failure.

Signal and alarms from CM instrumentation, together with real-time power perfor-
mance and environmental parameters, are collected by the so-called supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) system. Raw SCADA data are processed to organise the
information and create reports and dashboards which inform on the device performance.
Apart from failure logs, the collected parameters typically include environmental condi-
tions (e.g., wind speed, relative humidity, ambient temperature, turbulence) and device
information (e.g., rotor and generator speeds, lubrication state, currents and voltages,
generated power or downtime due to failure). Hundreds of signals can be collected for
each device. The frequency of data collection is typically five or ten minutes, eventually
with records averaged over this interval and related statistical measures. From the device,
the information is transmitted via an appropriate telecommunication network. The use of
SCADA systems to derive O&M indications and complement historical failure databases is
documented in [69–73].

The CM and SCADA systems are components themselves, and thus subject to failure
or communication loss. A consequence of this problem is that sometimes a part of the
dataset is missing or corrupted, with possible repercussions on data analysis and model
training. One possible solution is to omit the missing data from the model and continue
the analysis with the available data, but this might lead to erroneous or biased results.
Several methods have been proposed to fill the gaps and aid the reconstruction of the
full dataset [74]. Guidelines, practical aspects, potential and limitations of SCADA and
purpose-designed CM systems are provided in [19,56,75–80]. Review papers describing the
state-of-the-art in CM systems include [56,67,81–83]. A thorough review of the approaches
available to detect anomalies in wind turbines data is provided in [72,84].

3.4.1. Offshore Wind

Since offshore WTs, except a few exceptions, show limited failures associated exclu-
sively with the offshore environment (e.g., sea spray), the CM techniques used for onshore
WTs can also be applied to offshore WTs [53].

Here, CM systems are typically applied to the main components, i.e., tower, blades,
gearbox, generator and bearings. However, the number of sensors and their position
can vary, as well as the data acquisition and signal processing technique [81]. A suitable
arrangement is needed in order to capture failures of various nature, e.g., structural,
mechanical, electrical or material.

Guidelines on prioritisation of the systems and parameters to be monitored in an
offshore wind project to maximise the CM value are provided in [18]. These are based on
the outcomes of 12 FMECA workshops with experts from companies representing about
70% of the European installed capacity. According to the paper, due to the efforts required
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in implementing a CBM strategy, it is advisable to prioritise components and failure modes
following a risk-based approach. Similarly, useful approaches and techniques to support
OWT maintenance scheduling are provided in [82]. Here, field data coming from sensors
and CM instrumentation are defined as “product use information”, and Big Data analytics
(described in Section 4.4) is used to extract as much indications as possible.

3.4.2. Floating Offshore Wind

According to [83], as of today there are no publicly documented commercial applica-
tions on CM for floating wind turbines. This is mainly due to the fact that the technology is
still at a lower level of development when compared to its bottom-fixed counterpart. As
such, it is likely that the condition monitoring instrumentation will change as the develop-
ment continues according to the technology readiness level (TRL). For example, a series
of sensors required during the testing phase (e.g., TRL 3−5) or one full-scale prototype
(TRL 5−7) may not be needed for the final project with the final version of the technology
because its behaviour at that stage is already known and the device has been optimised
accordingly. As a result, the monitoring instrumentation might be reduced or modified
depending on the requirements at each stage of development.

However, the floating nature of the platform will bring about a series of new re-
quirements, such as additional environmental parameters to monitor, e.g., hydrodynamic
loadings and platform motions. While corrosion is expected to cause known problems,
fatigue due to wave and wind loadings has to be assessed in view of the floating nature
of the platform, especially in regard to the tower and foundation/mooring failure mecha-
nisms. An increased use of control systems to monitor the platform motions will also lead
to a higher number of electrical and power electronics-related failures.

The increasing power rates of wind turbines for offshore applications will cause a
direct increase of the size, and therefore mass, of the wind turbine components. This will
pose new challenges to the structural integrity of the floating foundation. Similarly, as the
distance from shore increases, challenges to the installation and operation of CM and SHM
instrumentation become more relevant.

A methodology for the risk assessment and management of substructures for deep
water floating WTs is provided in [84], while a complete assessment of the criticality of
novel floating offshore wind components is presented in [85]. The FLOTANT project [86],
among other innovations, includes an improvement of the O&M strategy for floating wind
projects. This relies on a combination of sensing solutions, computational assessment and
multi-objective optimisation in order to provide holistic decision-making support.

3.4.3. Other Marine Renewables

Other marine renewables (i.e., wave and tidal energy converters) can benefit from the
use of sensors and predictive models to advance towards a condition-based maintenance
strategy. As for the O&M simulation tools, most of the CBM methods and techniques
applicable to offshore wind can be applied to marine renewables. A comprehensive review
of CBM methods for marine renewables, with an emphasis on fault diagnosis and prognosis
techniques, is provided in [33,87]. A number of recommendations and remarks for the
performance monitoring of tidal and wave energy converters include considerations on
the monitoring of the resource, i.e., upstream flow velocity for tidal devices and sea states
for wave devices.

3.4.4. Novel Tools and Approaches

There are substantial efforts to develop novel methods and tools to support the ORE
O&M sector. For example, the ROMEO project [88], aims at implementing a Cloud and
Internet of Things (IoT) platform to provide real-time diagnosis and prognosis, as well
as novel, modern and low-cost CM systems, for the main mechanical and structural
components of offshore wind turbines.
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An emerging development is the use of so-called inspect-and-repair robots. For
example, BladeBUG [89] is a crawler robot able to climb and walk on turbine blades, while
scanning the surface in search of defects and signs of deterioration, and able to perform
repairs if needed. In this way, blade inspections and repairs by means of technicians
are avoided.

Similarly, the use of drones and autonomous vessels [90] is steadily increasing for
offshore wind farm inspection and repair activities. The former can be used to monitor
different sections of the tower and the nacelle, including the blades, often avoiding the need
to shut down the device. The latter are more suited for visual inspection of foundations
(both fixed and floating) or underwater parts of the device. An example of this application
is the Watereye project [91], which aims at deploying a network of drones with embedded
ultrasound sensors to obtain accurate structural health monitoring of offshore wind devices.

If necessary, both kinds of devices can be equipped with additional instrumentation,
e.g., non-destructive sensors such as infrared cameras and laser scanners. Besides, these
technologies can be combined for remote evaluation of the assets, e.g., by sending an
autonomous mothership to the offshore location from which, once on-site, drones are
deployed for inspection or repair. This possibility is being investigated within the MIMRee
project [92], a cross-sector programme looking at improving the capabilities of unmanned
robots. In this way, operations are accelerated and costs are saved, and accessibility to
locations potentially unreachable by human operators is enabled. An updated list of
robots and autonomous systems under development specifically for the ORE sector is
available at [93]. Pictures of an inspection drone under development within the MIMRee
project [92], BladeBUG [89] and an unmanned surface vehicle (USV) for autonomous
survey operations [94] are shown in Figure 6.
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Through digitalisation, these innovative systems can be integrated with software and
visualization solutions to facilitate the work of operators. A dynamic representation of a
system can be obtained through a so-called “digital twin”. This is a high-fidelity model
which describes an object and its environment in a binary format and renders it in a digital
space to analyse possible outcomes and support decision making [95]. For example, digital
twins of an ORE device or a maintenance vessel can provide the possibility of visiting the
asset remotely (digital walk-trough), with additional information displayed on the virtual
reality device used for the inspection. In this way, maintenance is simplified and decision
making expedited. Moreover, real-world equipment translated into a realistic digital model
provides opportunities for training and immediate access to technical and operational
data. An example of digital twins in the ORE sector is explored within the EU project
MooringSense [96], aiming at developing a digital replica of the mooring system of floating
wind turbines. This will be built by integrating real motion sensors with numerical models
and simulation tools, allowing one to obtain parameters such as mooring line tension and
degradations state in real time.
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The HOME Offshore project [97] aimed at combining drones for the robotic inspection
of offshore wind turbines with artificial intelligence to analyse fault patterns and physics
modelling to predict the remaining lifetime. Similarly, the ORCA Hub [98] aims at exploit-
ing robotic systems and artificial intelligence algorithms to interlink the initial mapping
and surveying of the device and the subsequent planning and management.

Although these tools and robots aim at reducing the risks to and costs of technicians,
currently human supervision is still required to control most interventions. Innovations
like the Internet of Things can reduce this burden [99].

3.5. Diagnosis and Prognosis

If data on the process that led a component to break down are available, these can be
used to understand the failure mechanisms. Diagnosis is used to analyse the differences
between normal operating conditions and the degraded state. Hence, prognosis is used
to predict when the component is approaching failure. In other words, diagnosis and
prognosis use mathematical models to define the relationship between fault causes and
fault mechanisms [75]. Mathur et al. [100] define diagnosis and prognosis as processes
for the assessment of the past, present and future health of a system. Diagnosis is an
assessment of the current (and past) health of a system based on observed data and
available knowledge, whereas prognosis is an assessment of the future health.

Kang et al. [83] describe diagnosis and prognosis as the processes used to map the
CM information and to predict the future conditions of the machine, respectively. Two
main approaches are identified for diagnosis purposes. The first uses statistical analysis
to identify a signal that can represent unusual conditions, whereas the second exploits
computational techniques able to self-adapt and improve after an initial training phase.
Among the most used computational methods are genetic algorithms (GAs), Machine
Learning (ML) and artificial neural networks (ANNs). In [41], ANNs are used to evaluate
the degradation of OWT components by modelling the relationship between the condition
monitoring data, age and life percentage of components.

According to [44,50], the main aim of prognosis is to determine the remaining useful
life (RUL) (i.e., before an end-of-life failure occurs) of a component. This is often subject to
a large uncertainty due to the stochastic failure behaviour of the component. Nonetheless,
this estimation allows for an assessment of the failure probability before an inspection or
a planned intervention, providing support in the optimisation of maintenance intervals.
Examples of RUL estimation and predictive maintenance are presented in [101,102].

Regarding prognosis, several approaches are distinguished in the literature [35,44,83,103].
Prognosis can be generally achieved through a mathematical or physical model of the com-
ponent (physics or model-based), through pattern recognition in previously extracted data
(data-driven), through previous experience with the maintenance of the same component
(experience-based), or a combination of these (hybrid). The choice of a prognosis technique
over another depends on factors such as the availability of historical data and the difficulty
in establishing an accurate model of the system.

A classification of the main approaches for diagnosis and prognosis is shown in
Figure 7.

Signal processing techniques are needed to observe variations in the behaviour or per-
formance of a component, and trigger an alarm if needed. Traditionally, time and frequency
domain approaches are employed in commercial CM systems [53,75]. If environmental
differences and other factors (e.g., wake effects) are taken into account, the status of a
device can be evaluated by comparing its performance with that of neighbouring devices.
It is important to note that while CM systems are capable of detecting anomalies in the
performance of a component, not all failure modes can be accurately captured, and some
might be undetected [75].
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While several techniques can be applied to reveal failure patterns, the main difficulty
remains the availability of sufficient and adequate data. If this can be obtained, pre-
processing and data quality assurance techniques can be applied to ensure the dataset
meets the requirements for failure prognosis. The techniques should also capture causality,
other than correlation, between a pattern and the component degradation. A successful
example is given in [104], where meteorological conditions (temperature, humidity and
wind speed) are directly correlated to the failure behaviour of the five main components
of a WT, namely gearbox, generator, frequency converter, pitch and yaw system. A set
of both supervised and unsupervised data mining and machine learning techniques is
applied to historical data to derive a framework able to predict the imminent failure of
the component.

3.6. Deterioration Models

Systems operating in dynamic environments are subject to gradual degradation due
to both ageing and the effects of a series of external factors or covariates [48]. A framework
explicitly showing the influence of covariates on the deterioration process of a system,
and how modelling this can support the optimisation of condition-based inspection and
replacement policies, is shown in [39]. Degradation can cause either a sudden failure or
a reduction in the performance of the component with either incipient (i.e., gradual) or
abrupt (i.e., sudden) failures. Thus a deterioration model is required in order to predict
the status of the component over time, to set failure thresholds and more generally obtain
indications for its maintenance. A systematic review of degradation models and remaining
useful life (RUL) estimation is presented in [105–109].

Incipient degradation can be assumed to be continuous (i.e., gradual) or discrete
(i.e., in stages), and a corresponding model chosen or implemented based on this as-
sumption. Typical mathematical models for continuous deterioration are the Wiener
process [107,108], the Gamma process [107], the inverse Gaussian process [110] and the
renewal theory [108]. For discrete state deterioration, typical models are those exploiting
the Markovian property, i.e., stochastic “memoryless” processes, where the transition from
one state to another depends only on the current state and not on the previous series of
events. These can be either Markov, semi-Markov (memoryless only at specific instants) or
hidden Markov (with unobservable states) models [109,111]. If degradation depends on
stochastic covariates (e.g., environmental conditions), a hazard rate model is the most ap-
propriate, with the proportional hazard model (PHM) being among the most used [105,112].
A complete review of degradation models is provided in [113].
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4. Maintenance in Other Industries

According to the scientometric review presented in [114], artificial intelligence and
related techniques are seen as the present and future in the operation and maintenance
of wind turbines. This section reports on approaches that have been used in different
industries and that could potentially be applied in the ORE sector, especially in the fields
of condition-based maintenance, performance assessment and optimisation. In addition,
examples of current applications in the offshore wind sector are provided.

In the automotive, aerospace and other industries, CBM has acquired an increasingly
important role in preventing faults and increasing availability. Typical large-scale industrial
maintenance activities that have been recognised as critical and inevitable fall into the
category of “major overhauls, outages, shutdowns, and turnarounds (MoOSTs)”. In [115],
these activities are investigated in terms of the barriers to knowledge management and
experience transfer which might limit their efficient execution. Appropriate solutions are
identified in the integration and application of failure analysis approaches, such as fault tree
analysis (FTA) [116] and reliability block diagrams (RBDs) [117], alongside multi-criteria
decision analysis techniques, such as analytical hierarchy process (AHP) [118].

In [13], it is demonstrated that performance and CM alone are not enough to make
sound and informed engineering decisions on maintenance and asset management. Ac-
tivities such as a clear alignment of the organisational objectives (including asset design,
operation, decommissioning, disposal and renewal) and a complete lifecycle assessment
are required to obtain a systematic framework for the management of critical industrial
assets. Failure and reliability analysis are the core of the framework, accompanied by
routine plant-based audits and performance and suitability evaluation of the proposed
measures. Statistical data are also exploited to prioritise maintenance actions, together with
lifecycle cost analysis to identify the materials and spares required.

In [16], a dynamic predictive maintenance policy is developed by taking into account
information on the degradation of the system which is regularly updated. In this way,
the maintenance planning is continuously adapted to generate decisions depending on
the current state of the system. This kind of framework is defined as a dynamic model
acting on a rolling horizon, as opposed to a stationary model acting on an infinite horizon,
i.e., assuming long-term stable situations [119]. The framework is demonstrated through
a numerical example assuming a system with three components, showing savings in the
maintenance cost per unit time against conventional maintenance policies, and implying
that it could be extended to a generic multi-system and multi-component level.

An example of intelligent approaches for predictive maintenance, based on the data
mining and Industry 4.0 concepts introduced in the next sections, is presented in [120].
Here, a fault diagnosis and prognosis framework, moving from the initial sensor selection to
the final decision support and maintenance implementation, is applied to generic machine
centres (i.e., milling or drilling machines). In order to achieve intelligent maintenance
management, five steps are implemented:

1. Appropriate sensors to monitor the machines are selected together with a suitable
data acquisition system.

2. Cleaning, integrations, reduction and transformation techniques are used to pre-
process the data produced by all the sensors. This ensures that the data volume is
reduced to the relevant parts.

3. Data mining is used in combination with model-based techniques for fault detection,
classification and prediction.

4. A diagram of the key performance indicators describing the situation and health
condition of the equipment is produced for performance evaluation. Maintenance
planning can thus be proposed by using optimisation techniques, e.g., evolutionary
algorithms (genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimisation, ant colony optimisation,
bee colony algorithm, etc.).
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5. Maintenance is implemented according to the selected strategy. The effects of data and
decisions, until now transmitted and elaborated only virtually, are now transferred
back to physical systems in the real world.

A thorough and in-depth review of the methods and techniques for decision-making
support in industrial maintenance is provided in [45]. Several areas related to mainte-
nance management and planning are identified, including multi-level (e.g., subsystem
and component levels) and multi-state (e.g., degradation) systems optimisation, as well
as monitoring, prognosis and reliability frameworks. The study finds that CM is the most
widespread maintenance policy in the literature reviewed and suggests that the integration
of monitoring technologies with modern computational capabilities can enable a transition
towards autonomous self-diagnosis and maintenance.

An intelligent condition monitoring and decision support tool for the management
of safety-critical situations in offshore oil and gas platforms is developed in [121]. The
tool is based on simulated training due to the lack of suitable data in the literature, a
common issue also in the ORE sector. In this work, a dynamic model fully representative
of a real production process is implemented. Thus, operational conditions with subsequent
fault scenarios and maintenance activities are simulated to generate training data. These
are used to train monitoring models which allow for online real-time fault detection and
identification by means of principal component analysis (PCA) [122]. This demonstrates
that if an accurate computational model of the system can be reproduced, then CBM can
be effectively integrated into the O&M strategy without explicit data from a real existing
device. To some extent, this can also be interpreted as a digital twin.

4.1. Soft Sensors

Soft sensors is another important concept, already applied in other industries, that
may provide a significant contribution to the monitoring and CBM of offshore renewables.
These, also known as virtual or inferential sensors, are evaluation models able to replicate
a measurement signal which does not originate from existing instrumentation, but can
still be used as a source of data to monitor, analyse and control a process and detect
an imminent fault. In other words, soft sensors make reference to hardware-generated
signals and system knowledge to simulate the monitoring of a parameter which would
be too difficult or too expensive to monitor directly through a real sensor. The limitations
in the use of actual instrumentation might be due to technological constraints, extreme
conditions, a harsh environment, lack of space, economic factors or a combination of these.
The use of soft sensors can be interpreted as an indirect measurement of a parameter
in order to obtain higher quality and/or lower cost estimates of the system status. An
advantage of soft sensors is that the variable monitoring can be achieved either offline
and at low sampling rate or, if the predictive model is sufficiently quick and accurate,
online and at high sampling rate. For example, the temperature in a component which is
difficult to reach might be estimated by interpolating the temperature at different points
and making use of a model able to establish the correlations between those points and the
location of interest. Alternatively, in the case of a mooring system, motion sensors tracking
geographical coordinates could be used instead of load cells to monitor the environmental
loadings on the system once the motion–loads response is calibrated. A selection of articles
describing soft sensors’ application in various industries is provided in [123]. A generic
implementation of soft sensors is summarised in Figure 8.

In [124], the characteristics of industrial processes in which soft sensors can be applied
are discussed, together with a review of case studies showing their application in various
industries. Similarly, advanced control and optimisation techniques exploiting readily
available process variables for the monitoring of difficult-to-measure variables are reviewed
and discussed in [125].
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Depending on the approach used to model the relationship between original and
simulated signal, soft sensors can be divided in two main categories [126]. Model-driven
signals use first principles (physical processes) regulating the dynamics of the variable of
interest, whereas data-driven soft sensors are trained through historical data. A third option
consists in a mixed approach. In [126], a review of common approaches to implement soft
sensors is provided together with a critical analysis of the main issues which prevent an
extensive use in various industrial sectors. In [127], guidelines for the successful application
of soft sensors are provided together with a series of case studies on industrial applications
showing their contribution to the monitoring process.

4.2. Data Mining, AI and Robotics

Data mining (DM) is a process which aims at discovering patterns and regularities in
large datasets with the final goal of extracting knowledge from these [128]. These patterns
can then be used to determine a trend, verify a hypothesis, establish correlation or causality
with other datasets, or simply to increase the understanding of a system. The data can
converge from multiple sources, and if analysed in real time, can provide immediate
decision-making support. A comprehensive literature review and classification methods
for data mining techniques can be found in [129]. Data mining techniques are divided into
three main branches: statistics, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) [120,130].

The first is widely based on the use of statistical models and mathematical functions,
to analyse the behaviour of a certain phenomenon which cannot be described in a deter-
ministic way. Measures of fit and suitability of the inferred parameters are usually needed
for validation of the models. An example of data mining applications for the improvement
of offshore wind turbine O&M is provided in [131], where autoregressive models and
artificial neural networks are compared based on a data mining approach to improve the
prediction of weather windows for offshore access and maintenance scheduling.

Machine learning (ML) is based on the implementation of models and algorithms
which can improve their predictive performance automatically as more data become
available. In order to achieve this, the models have to be “trained” with an initial dataset
in order to “learn” how to predict the outcome. Three main classes of ML methods exist:
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement [132]. In the former, data are initially labelled
or allocated according to a certain criterion, which sets the desired correlation between
inputs and outputs. The model learns the predictive mapping between a set of features
and a continuous or categorical outcome. In the unsupervised case, a clear distinction or
classification cannot be initially identified in the dataset; hence its structural characteristics
or any inferences have to be uncovered using appropriate methods, e.g., clustering or
dimensionality reduction. In reinforcement ML, reward mechanisms are set to drive the
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algorithm to learn how to achieve the desired goal. The spider chart in Figure 9 summarises
the three main ML categories with related techniques and possible applications [133].
A supervised approach is usually preferable in CM and SHM applications because it
allows for a classification and quantification of the damage, whereas an unsupervised
model allows only for its identification [57]. To some extent, statistics and ML are closely
connected, and there is not a full distinction between the two.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a generic term which includes a large number of algo-
rithms and methodologies mimicking human- or nature-inspired behaviours to achieve a
goal [134]. It can be considered as the ability of computers and machines to solve problems
akin to intellectual human capabilities [128]. Systems equipped with AI are able to analyse
data and learn from them in order to improve their capabilities. AI includes a range of
techniques which support the development of intelligent behaviour in computers and
machines. Typical techniques directly linked to AI are heuristics, optimisation algorithms,
search functions, artificial neural networks and fuzzy-logic systems. According to [135],
AI is needed in the O&M of offshore wind turbines to add accuracy and robustness to
fault detection algorithms, since SCADA-based monitoring provides low resolution and
uncertainty in distinguishing between actual and false faults. An effective data-driven
predictive model for the fault prediction of offshore wind turbines is presented in [136].
Another example of AI applications in the offshore wind sector is provided in [23], where
evolutionary algorithms are implemented for the multi-objective optimisation of the O&M
assets of an offshore wind farm.

A technique closely related to DM is text mining, since it has an analogous scope
(i.e., to extract information) but using words in a text instead of numbers in a dataset.
An example of text mining (exploiting ML) applied to the CBM of renewable devices is
provided in [34]. Text mining is used to automate, expedite and improve the examination
of the service history of wind turbines. In this way, the condition of the device is assessed
with results close to human labelling, but in a faster and more systematic way.
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4.3. Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 is the fourth industrial revolution (The first industrial revolution is con-
sidered the one in which machines were initially used instead of purely manual or animal
work. The second industrial revolution starts with the rationalization of work in industry,
using conveyor belts and assembly lines. The third industrial revolution is based on the
introduction of computers and industrial robots, or more in general, IT technology [1]).
Industry 4.0 indicates the industrial revolution exploiting intelligent information and
communication technology (ICT) to create a network of real and virtual devices embed-
ded together. It is also known as “smart (or intelligent) manufacturing”, and is closely
related to technological concepts such as machine-to-machine (M2M) communication,
cyber—physical systems, Internet of Things and Internet of Services, cloud computing and
DM [120,137]. Industrial machines are equipped with smart components, enabling them
to communicate and interact among themselves as well as with external tools and equip-
ment. Every object, product, or service is uniquely identified by a centralized system, and
monitored and managed through a common network by means of sensors and actuators.
DM techniques are used to store and process the large amount of data collected, while
the services offered by various suppliers are coordinated using the internet. Thus, the
capabilities of the physical world are expanded via a combination of novel computation,
communication and control capabilities [138]. A virtual extension of the real world, in
which decisions are taken, is achieved. According to [139], transition into an Industry 4.0
system involves seven design principles:

• Interoperability, amongst real-virtual (cyber–physical) systems and humans;
• Virtualization, of plant and machine models;
• Decentralization, to enable decisions at different levels;
• Real-time capability, to analyse and process data instantaneously;
• Service orientation, to tailor products according to the customer preferences;
• Modularity, to allow for flexibility and easy adaptation to changing conditions; and
• Security, to guarantee safe and secure transmission of private data.

In this way, predictive maintenance is automated, allowing for prompt, intelligent and
effective decision making. Also in this case, the transferability to the ORE sector is more
than plausible. A network of purpose-built monitoring systems could be used to remotely
provide performance or reliability indicators, allowing continuous health monitoring of
the device. Hence, ICT and M2M technologies could inform life O&M operation activities,
and a process control system could be used to trigger automated interventions by means
of inspect-and-repair robots, drones and autonomous systems such as those identified in
Section 3.4.4.

4.4. IoT and Big Data

The Internet of Things (IoT) connects systems and devices with people and data
processes, allowing for continuous communication and fast computation, and enabling
real-time, automated and optimised decision making [140,141]. The different constituents of
a system (e.g., an ORE farm) can communicate among themselves to facilitate services and
improve the management of the system. Hence, in an offshore wind farm, IoT applications
would allow real-time remote control to facilitate turbine access while improving safety
for the operators. The IoT progress, application and possibilities have been reviewed
with respect to general industrial applications [142,143], emerging technologies such as 5G
networks [144] and the energy sector [140,145]. In order to be successfully implemented,
an appropriate network of sensors, actuators and communication technologies, together
with adequate data storage and data processing facilities, is needed. These elements are
chosen depending on the application, e.g., the operational and environmental parameters
to be monitored, the actions to be taken, power consumption and communication range.
For instance, in the case of offshore renewables, wireless communication technologies able
to transmit at long distances and characterised by low power consumption are required.
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Examples of this are Long Range (LoRa) [146], Sigfox [147] and Long Term Evolution for
Machine-Type Communications (LTE-M) [148].

Another important aspect of IoT is the management of the generated data. These are
often indicated as “Big Data” due to their substantial volume, variety and complexity [149].
In the offshore wind sector, due to the increasing volume of performance monitoring and
component health indicators, as well as the inclusion of vessel parameters during live
operations, Big Data systems can provide significant advantages in the collection, scaling
and predictability of data when compared to traditional (e.g., spreadsheet) databases. As
a consequence, innovative computational and organisational techniques such as cloud
and fog computing are needed. In the first, data are streamed and stored in “the Cloud”,
i.e., remote servers and data centres but accessible via the internet [150]. In this way,
significant and cost-effective data storage and processing capabilities are obtained. Fog
computing [151] is an extension of cloud computing, which exploits any device capable
of storing, processing and transmitting data (e.g., computers and routers) and which is
physically closer to the network. In this way, the network becomes more secure and the
overall data management faster.

5. Discussion

A number of established and innovative solutions for ORE devices O&M have been
investigated, together with techniques currently used in other industries but with the
potential to be applied also in the ORE sector. In this section, these methods are discussed
taking into account the different perspectives of various stakeholder categories, namely a
farm owner, a technology developer and a maintenance contractor.

A farm owner aims mainly at maximisation of the profitability, and should prefer a
holistic approach able to optimise several aspects at once, including risks reduction. For
this reason, maturity of the technology and potential for cost reduction will be favoured,
together with solutions that are practical to implement and easily extendable to a large
number of devices. Although the use of CM is consolidated in the ORE sector, a number
of challenges remain in the integration of CM systems with automation and controller
systems. Meaningful organisation of the information retrieved from different sources
is required to obtain an understanding of the asset with a single scrutiny, instead of
different and separated analyses which do not necessarily provide the full picture. The
technological challenges and additional expenses caused by the integration of sensing and
communication instrumentation, and the consequent increased energy consumption, as
well as the creation of standards and protocols to collect, store and process data, must be
taken into account. In this regard, while trade-offs exist between accuracy of fault prediction
and additional costs of sensors, the use of operational data collected through SCADA can
improve diagnosis and prognosis at no extra cost [22]. Besides, solutions to power the
sensors and to deliver the signal are needed for an effective implementation of CM systems.
In this regard, cabled solutions would be easier to maintain due to power requirements,
but wireless solutions are more practical for non-invasive monitoring. Energy management
solutions to guarantee continuous data collection and transmission are also an important
aspect of this integration. While most CM systems are based on NDT techniques, the
progress in monitoring electrical components and control systems has been slower and
component specific.

A maintenance contractor will look mainly at the feasibility and practicality of the
O&M solution, preferring solutions that are simple, effective and safe to deploy. For
instance, in offshore wind turbines, the harsher environment, remote location and increased
complexity in accessibility make the application of novel technologies more challenging
compared to their onshore counterparts. However, as shown in the works reviewed
for this paper, these limitations are additional reasons to justify the adoption of modern
computational approaches in the O&M of offshore wind farms. Risk minimisation (health
and safety) is the utmost priority, but the business is focused on reaching pre-contracted
reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM) targets. Robots will play an increasingly
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important role in producing easier, safer and more productive maintenance practices for
offshore renewables. Currently, a mix of fully autonomous (i.e., able to work independently)
systems and technologies requiring manual support (remote control) is considered the most
appropriate approach at this stage. As the use of automation increases and maintenance
management becomes digitalised, suitable measures are needed to ensure that vulnerable
processes, the equipment and the generated data are resilient and protected. This creates
the need for new requirements in cybersecurity and good practices in the offshore sector,
governed by data sharing and collaboration among operators. The ORE Catapult is
currently addressing these issues by promoting a “Wind Digital Innovations Forum” [152].
Blockchain [153,154] is another novel technology that can offer support in this topic, by
providing a decentralized, verified and secure way of handling the exchange of data and
information. These actions can be summarised as the creation of a digital supply chain
which guarantees the effective and successful generation, transmission and elaboration
of data. The most needed data types in this context will be those related to the current
and expected reliability of the various components. However, even if deterioration and
RUL can be precisely estimated, and therefore the right time for maintenance accurately
identified, other factors like supportability and accessibility have to be taken into account.
These restrictions assume higher importance as the distance from shore increases, because
the opportunities for maintenance will be narrowed down to fewer weather windows. On
a related note, although sensors and other instrumentation can provide valuable support
in establishing adequate maintenance and inspection intervals, the accurate assessment of
other resources, e.g., materials and labour, remains fundamental in order to establish the
optimal maintenance framework.

Technology developers want to propose innovative solutions aiming at impact max-
imisation, actively involving industry and academia and investing in those solutions with
greater potential for cost reduction or RAM increase. Intelligent predictive maintenance
relies on a series of innovative techniques which build the fundamentals of Industry 4.0.
These techniques, e.g., AI, DM and IoT, need to be further investigated and developed
according to the specific requirements of the ORE sector. The benefit of data mining tech-
niques and Big Data lies in the more effective and efficient use of existing and additional
data streams, in order to establish and utilise the relationships between the environment,
operation, performance and reliability of offshore wind assets. The challenge in the specific
application will be to decide which part of the data stream is processed at the edge (e.g.,
wind speed is typically recorded and 10 min averaged at the turbine) or streamed to the
data centre and computed there. An effective dashboard and alert system will be important
to enable the overview of the asset status and the prioritisation of O&M tasks.

Another important aspect in this regard is the reliability of the data collection net-
work. Recently, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, weather forecast accuracy has significantly
decreased due to the loss of the data provided by commercial aircraft, on which weather
models rely for their calibration [155]. Similarly, since prognostic models rely on the data
from the ORE project, inaccessibility to data due to any sort of prolonged disruption in
the collection and transmission network would negatively impact the automated decision
making. Maintenance operations might be anticipated or delayed, or human intervention
required. Thus, redundancy and reliability of sensing and transmission devices under
unexpected situations are important to transition to an automated O&M model. Soft
sensors provide a valuable alternative to the purchase and installation of hardware instru-
mentations. As long as real-time measurements can be taken from a different source and a
representative correlation and estimation algorithm is implemented, the use of soft sensors
can open a wide range of possibilities in the condition monitoring scenarios. Several
classifications and ramifications exist for modern techniques of machine automation and
intelligent algorithms. The boundaries between one field and the other, as well as the links
between topics such as AI, ML, DM and statistics, are not well defined. The choice of one
methodology over the other, or a combination of them, is problem and constraint specific.
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The increased use of innovative digital and data-based techniques, in the renewables
sector, is part of the “energy digitalisation” [156]. Three main branches of digitalisation are
shaping the energy sector. These are graphically summarised in Figure 10, and to different
extents are all transferable to the ORE sector, either directly or after adaptation.
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In the light of these considerations, the methods and technologies investigated through-
out the paper have been ranked against a range of eight categories in order to assess
innovative solutions and obtain recommendations for stakeholders in the ORE sector. The
outcomes of this ranking (in a score of 1–5, where 1 = lowest contribution and 5 = highest
contribution to the selected category) are shown in Figure 11. It should be noted that a high
score is not necessarily positive (e.g., investment), and as such, an aggregated score is not
calculated. Anyhow, comparing different technologies on the basis of a single score would
be limiting because these act on different aspects of the O&M support and should be seen
as complimentary to each other (provided case-specific feasibility) rather than competing.
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From this table it can be observed that all methods are widely suitable to the ORE
sector and require intense industrial participation. Solutions requiring a greater investment
are generally more complex and less mature, but also those with the highest potential for
cost reduction and RAM increase. Due to their complementarity, one technology should
not be favoured over another. Besides, as discussed above, different stakeholders may
have different interests. Hence, traditional technologies, which are practical and inex-
pensive, should be preferred by project managers during the initial phase of a project,
e.g., development and consenting. Physical technologies should be of interest to mainte-
nance contractors and asset operators concerned with daily O&M interventions, improving
them with digital technologies once enough experience with the project (i.e., data) has
been accumulated. Finally, innovative connectivity solutions should be considered by site
managers in order to support the overall O&M effectiveness.

6. Conclusions

As the number of ORE project increases, the O&M sector evolves to adapt and meet the
requirements for cost reduction. Driven by the need to reduce the number of interventions,
to improve reliability of the devices and to minimise the O&M cost, condition-based
maintenance is increasingly being adopted. The use of conventional maintenance strategies
is enhanced by computational tools. CM instrumentation and improved diagnosis and
prognosis techniques, and innovations in automation and robotics are driving further
change in offshore O&M. These innovative methods will change the way in which devices
are operated, and more generally, the way in which offshore energy is produced, managed
and distributed.

An important insight is that the information derived from CM instrumentation can be
integrated into the tactical and strategic planning of the O&M of an offshore renewable farm,
but not directly. A series of numerical modelling techniques are needed to obtain training
data for the condition-based planning, in conjunction with a built-on-purpose experimental
or computational framework, able to accurately represent the modelled system.

Another finding is that depending on the technology stage of development, different
sensors will be chosen for CM purposes. Initially, these could be chosen from off-the-
shelf solutions to make the implementation more practical. However, once the device is
developed, these should be integrated into a single system collecting multiple sources of
information, or directly removed once the response of the system to previously monitored
phenomena is known. The CM instrumentation should also be updated as more innovative
(e.g., cheaper, more reliable, more accurate) technology becomes available.

The long-term vision for the offshore renewables industry involves an almost fully
automated asset management system. In this scenario, once the offshore farm is com-
pleted and the devices are operated and maintained by autonomous or unmanned vehicles,
the decisions made by artificial intelligence and the human supervision is reduced. In
this regard, constant manned supervision (“Human-in-the-loop”) is expected to remain
a requirement to comply with health and safety regulations. In order to achieve this, a
multi-disciplinary approach at the interface between robotics, automation, mechatronic,
control and human–machine interaction is required. Intelligent predictive maintenance in
the ORE sector is a plausible scenario. Various tools have to be integrated into an individual
framework, which spans from data collection through multiple sensors to maintenance
planning via optimisation techniques. Most importantly, this framework should be con-
tinuously updated using real-time collection, elaboration and prediction assessment in
order to proactively refine the maintenance decisions according to current constraints and
conditions. The physical and virtual worlds need to be deeply interconnected and work in
synergy, and Industry 4.0 concepts can support this real-time data stream.

When future research directions are contemplated, artificial intelligence and robotics
are still at a preliminary stage of development, and more experience will be necessary to
establish the return on O&M investment in relation to the overall cost savings. Innovations
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in efficient data collection and elaboration methods, together with smart communication
systems, are necessary in order to adjust the principles of Industry 4.0 to the ORE sector.
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